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ENERGY EXTRACTION FROM THE ELECTRON BEAM IN A FREE ELECTRON LASER RESO:ATOR 3AUSS AN MCDE

Luis Elias, Juan Gallardo, Peter Goldstein
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Santa Barbara, California 93106

ABSTRACT

We present preliminary analytical results of energy extraction and gain of a Free
Electron Laser (FEL) in the presence of a TEMoo Gaussian mode. Our result is applicable
to all values of the parameter q (length of the undulator L divided by the Rayleigh range
zR, in second order of the input field. We also present simple analytical approximate
expressions for the small signal gain valid for q<2.8.

Introduction

Free Electron Lasers are based on the process of wave amplifications by high quality
relativistic electron beams.- The electron beam passes through a periodic electromagnetic
structure (undulator) and amplifies a co-propagating wave. The most common input wave is
a TEMoo gaussian mode generated by either an external laser in the amplifier conficuration
or excited within the oscillator. A schematic diagram of a Free Electron Laser amplifier
is shown in Fig. 1.

Most previous work on Free Electron Lasers assumes plane wave radiation fields. This
approach does not account for variations in phase and amplitude of the electromagnetic wave
with z. It also requires an ad-hoc filling factor due to the finite size of both the opti-
cal and electron beam.

A more realistic approach using Gaussian electromagnetic waves incorporates the varying
phase and amplitude. This leads to a semi-analytic filling factor and to a gain curve
different from that obtained in the plane wave analysis.

The electron beam is assumed to be filamentary with an initially uniform charge distri-
bution in the longitudinal direction. The position of each electron within an optical
wavelength is described the the random phase D. The combined effect of a finite cross
section electron beam and Gaussian TERoo mode is to introduce a filling factor FF *.q:elec/
L in the gain expression.
Three-dimensional numerical treatments of the FEL problem has been published by several

groups.' They show that the radiation field consists mainly of a Gaussian TEMoo mode modi-
fied slightly by higher order radiation modes. For this reason this paper deals only with
the amplification of a TEMoo mode.

In this paper we derive an analytic expression for the gain in second order of the input
electric field EO , with no restrictions on the parameter q(-L/ZR ) . We also present an
approximate expression which is compact, simple and accurate for qI2.8. We note the possi-
bile application to optimize cavity design.

Electron Dynamics and Energy Loss

we assume a circularly polarized wiggler magnetic field:

i . 30 ,cos ko-, sin koz, 01 with ko - ,,o

:ur zaussian TE.Moo input field is

o - sinkz-.t., 0)

-.here _,z) - ' +l*(z/zR) . is the beam radius, and , is the beam waist at the center of
"-he resonator 2z0). THe phase is = -tan-!(z/zR) with radius of curvature Rz) =

z.,vz- and Rayleigh range ZR = -,/:. To a very good approximation the transverse
-e1oc.y .s given by

- - - c: I(coskoz-;&, sin(k z%) 0)

-rr, ' -- is the in-:al electron enargy, so, and :o is the initial phase of the electrons -. -----
F'rom the Lorentz ecuations of motion

eK- fexp[i k-k0,)z - i-t i o . ...... ........
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exp(-i tan- -z/zR )

with

K- Os
k~mc2

The electrons follow a nearly helical trajectory so we let z - cApt - -z where
-: "res + 3E is the initial electron velocity, we also define - , "xko)c:it, so that the
pnase can be written as

(k+ko)z - .t + :-0 + (k+ko)-z + =o

I e then integrate our equation of motion with the definitions . t--L,2c, ,
o - (k+ko)'-A ZR/Ares and -i - (k+ko )5AL/2, which yieldsf i expfi(.,.(k~k0 ,i.z :0 J]

eKEoZR f , 
-!

(t) - -l RiZ - i /zR
Yo °'res

For low optical power density it is appropriate to expand all dynamical variables in a
power series in Eo.

Y M 70+ 'IY(n)

z - cOt + 5 - (n)

where .Qct is independent of EQ and Sz contains higher powers of E.. The lowest order
change in the electron energy is

') eKEOZR 0dn exp)i(n'+: ) ]

0omcl ores Rfin0/o

-.here we have .sed

:f we take the real part of the integral in Eq. 2 and let x = -1 /-!x 1 -O; ' we find
rx,

(2 eKEozR Cos "o x
' + x' sin -ox f

-- , Cos 0O dx' (3)

.0mc- ares I x'2

:c compute the average energy loss per particle of an initially uniform beam we average

:ver the phase . * As is expected <A(:)>: - 0. To compute <L('-)> we use the Madey

:-ecre - <" - > = -
-  - - .i)->. where ". - is the initial electron eneray,

.. - L.s the enerzy at the end of the r-sonator.
-a.nq like powers of Eo

-> u- <* i *;)-

;'1 "O

- e Ie-.e - I- ,. - - and a - .q where . is the resonance parameter, we find
-R
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<. 0 f.0 3,c>

with q/2 .q/2
Cos ax + x sin ax x sin ax -x

2 
Cos 2x

1 2 f dx x

-q/2 -q/2

These integrals are easy to compute numerically and we have done so using a composite
SLmpson method. Alternatively we can rewrite these integrals in terms of the Lmaginary
part of the complex exponential integral 4  E: (x).

1- , 2 sin ./2 + ,

Thus

*~~ - e-SEL '.L S.i{E( i.3  5)
- k <_,(_- 0)> . da '" iS

we define the gain as minus the average energy loss of the electron beam; divided by the
signal field energy.

G.fdV De<ay()> McZ

fdV U

where U is the signal field energy density and : is the electron number density. With Ze
equal to the cross sectional area of the electrog beam we have for a constant density- beam

441*
G = eS 0 (L) L L [ e-3 Im E, a + ia (6)oko ec L q2 da ]2

where -,is the current of the electron beam. In Fig. 2 we have plotted the curly bracket
_:r iifferent values of q which we call the unnormalized gain. We note that the -ain curve
sn-f-_s :c hizher values of the resonan:e parameter and the absorption peak becomes smaller
tan t" -e rain peak as z increases.

.=ures 3 and 4 show -max and Gm.ax(,,max, q) as a function of q. Both show an apprcxi-
-arei linear behavior with q for 0 e q 2.8, i.e., a - 2.6 * q. :n the i. of snal
z e have

-. d sin snj
q n

2
a3 n d

I-- /sin

I /

so that

*,.:~ ~ N 1  sinY-
-0 ~h4

:.s -.e :ar.e wave :esult" modified by the filling factor 4 * and the dependence
- :-e :.:' ra:-.,et tern.



The results displayed in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 allow us to expand :he reg4ocr. : f
Eq. :7) originally derived for q a 0, to a larger range of -;aiu4es; 3 < 2.S.

When =0 the integrals in G are easy to compute

11 2 tan- !  12 - 2 tan "  
- q

thus

G,0,q) - e492- q) -- t-o\ •L )~ q 3

As shown in Fig. 4 at q - 4, the amplitude of the gain curve 4s maximized; this .s also
verified in Fig. 5 where we plot 1(0,q) the gain at zero resonance parameter. we see that
as q increases the gain becomes more negative reaching a minimum at a : 4 and then _.ncreas-
ing slowly for higher values of q.

Discussion and Conclusions

Our results are useful in the design of FEL cavities. The optimal design corresponds to
q a 4 which gives maximum gain. This "alue of q can be obtained by appropriately choosing
the mirror's radius of curvature R(z) (i.e., ZR) and the length of the resonator and the
4ndulator L.

Other suggested procedures for optimizing resonator design are: a) minimizing the cptical
* energy within the undulator, which yields q - 2/j; b) insisting that there be good overlap

of the radiation field and input gaussian beam, i.e., irad (0"75)/, '  
e \/-o- This

gives q Z 4.7 for the UCSB experiment.
In conclusion, for a filamentary beam we have derived an analytic small signal gain

expression for arbitrary q (see Eq. 6). A plot of this function is presented in Fig. . We
also provide a gain formula in the limit of small q, shown in Eq. 7. This is the 1-d
small-signal gain expression shifted to higher values of the resonance parameter by an
amount q; furthermore, we suggest that this well-known compact and simple formula can be
extended to a wider range 0 : q 2.8.
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Figure 1. Schematic of a FEL amplifier. Figure 2. Unrnormalized small signal gain
(curly bracket in --q. 6) -.Ps. resonance
parameter for several. -raIlues of te

parameter q-L/'zR.
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